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Abstract
The future electron-ion collider eRHIC - under design
at BNL - will collide the electron beam accelerated in
energy recovery linacs with protons or ions circulating in
the RHIC storage ring. The beam-beam effects in the
linac-ring configuration have a number of unique features.
For the in-depth studies of the beam-beam effects and the
resulting luminosity limitations, we developed a dedicated
simulation code. We studied the effects of the mismatch,
the disruption and the pinching on the electron beam.
Relevant dynamics of the proton beam, including the kink
instability in combination with incoherent beam-beam
effects, was also explored in detail. In this paper we
describe the main features of our simulation code and
present the most important simulations results.

INTRODUCTION
Several designs of electron-ion colliders are under
development in the world [1]. The design of electron-ion
collider eRHIC at BNL adds an electron accelerator,
based on energy recovery linacs (ERLs), to the existing
heavy ion accelerator complex RHIC [2]. The eRHIC
design uses a so-called linac-ring collision scheme. The
electron beam, accelerated in the ERL, passes a collision
point just once, while the proton (or ion) beam circulates
in a ring and passes the collision point on every turn.
There may be several collision points in the collider,
although in this paper we show the simulation results for
the case of one electron-proton collision.
Since the electron beam goes through the collision
point(s) only on one pass, the allowed strength of the
beam-beam force acting on the electron beam can be
much large than for electrons circulating in a storage ring.
Thus a typical beam-beam limit for electrons in circular
colliders can be surmounted. The resulting eRHIC
luminosity in the linac-ring scheme is considerably larger
than that in the ring-ring scheme. Present eRHIC design
aims at the luminosity of e-p collisions exceeding 1034
cm−2s−1.
The studies of the beam-beam interactions in the linacring collision scheme is very important eRHIC R&D item.
Since there has been no collider based on the linac-ring
collision layout, there is no any operational experience
with the linac-ring beam-beam interactions and the related
machine performance limits. Thus all features of beam
collisions in the linac-ring scheme have to be thoroughly
studied during the machine design. This would allow to
determine the maximum achievable luminosity and to
identify and address possible problems originating from
* Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under
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the beam-beam interactions. One should note that the
linac-ring collider scheme have been considered in
previous years for accelerator designs, for example, as
possible design for B-factory. Hence, the specific features
of the linac-ring beam-beam interactions had been also
studied [3,4]. For eRHIC, the following features of the
beam-beam interactions have to be considered and
investigated:
-The electron beam disruption. The level of the
disruption should be acceptable for the electron beam
transport and deceleration in the ERL.
-The electron beam pinch, the related enhancements of
the luminosity and the beam-beam effect on the proton
beam.
-The kink instability of the proton beam.
-The effect of fluctuating electron beam parameters
(intensity, transverse emittance) on the proton beam.
A comprehensive study of the list above require a fullblown simulations of the beam-beam effects including the
nonlinearity of beam-beam force, the variation of betafunction throughout the collision region, synchrotron
oscillations of the proton beam, chromaticity and
amplitude-dependence of proton betatron tunes. A code
EPIC was created [5 ] to carry out the detailed and timeefficient studies of the beam-beam effects in eRHIC. The
following section provides description of the EPIC
simulation code. In later sections we present some results
of the beam-beam simulations and discuss the influence
of those results on the collider design.

THE BEAM-BEAM INTERACTION
MODEL AND SIMULATION CODE
The EPIC code takes into account two considerable
asymmetries in the eRHIC collision scheme. One is the
asymmetry of the strength of the beam-beam force acting
on the electrons and the protons. Both in terms of the
beam-beam parameters (ξp=0.015, ξe = 2.2), and in the
terms of the disruption parameters (Dp = 0.007, De = 27)
the beam-beam effect on the electron beam is much
stronger compared with that on the hadron beam. Because
of the strong beam-beam effect the electron beam gets
disrupted during the pass through the collision region. In
contrary to that, the beam-beam effect on the protons is
moderate, and the effect of the interactions becomes
important on the scale of thousands and million turns. The
strong asymmetry of the beam-beam effects is used in the
EPIC simulation code to separate the study of one pass
effect of the electron beam disruption and multi-turn
effect of the beam-beam interaction on the proton (ion)
beam.
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Another asymmetry is the difference in the bunch lengths
of electron and proton beams (σle = 2mm, σlp > 5cm).
Hence, the short electron beam can be considered as an
infinitely thin slice, when simulating the beam-beam
effect on the protons.
The EPIC code uses two presentations of the beam-beam
force. In one presentation, the force is calculated
assuming the Gaussian transverse distribution. For eRHIC
where both beams are round at the collision point, the
force expression is simplified to the radial force:

ne 2 ⎡
r2 ⎤
Fr =
⎢1 − exp(− 2 )⎥
πε 0 r ⎣
2σ ⎦

(1)

where n(s) is the longitudinal charge density and σ is the
transverse beam size. In the EPIC code both full form of
the beam-beam force (1) as well as linearized presentation
of this force can be used.
In second presentation, the force is calculated for the
round beam using the Gauss law. This force presentation
can be used for calculating the force produced by the
infinitely thin electron beam:

Fr ds =

N e (r)e 2
πε 0 r

(2)

Here Ne(r) is the number of electrons within the radius r.
The approach realized in the EPIC code for the simulation
of the beam-beam interaction consists of the interconnected and consecutive applications of two “strongweak” simulations, one for the propagation of the electron
macro-particles through the field of the proton beam and
another for the propagation of the proton macro-particles
through the field of the electron beam.

Simulation of the Effects on Electron Beam
Since the distribution of the proton beam is only weekly
affected by the beam-beam force in one pass, for the study
of the electron disruption the proton beam can be
considered undisturbed. Therefore, the strong-weak
scheme can be applied in the simulations. The proton
beam is divided in longitudinal direction in multiple
slices. Each slice is treated as an infinitely short bunch
with a transverse Gaussian distribution generating the
electric field according to the equation (1). Typically the
use of 20 (or more) slices is adequate for providing
consistent results. The longitudinal Gaussian distribution
of the proton beam is considered Gaussian with tail cutoff typically selected at 4σlp. The variation of the
transverse rms beam size of the proton beam due to the
variation of the proton beta-function throughout the
collision region is taken into the account in the slicing
procedure.
The electron beam is represented by macro-particles
that experience consecutive kicks from the interactions
with the proton slices. The macro-particles can be
generated with a desirable initial transverse distribution
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(Gaussian or Beer-Can distributions has been usually used
in the simulations). Symplectic integrator up to 3rd order is
used to propagate the electron macro-particle through the
sequence of the proton beam slices. Following the
modification of the electron beam distribution during the
interaction process, the electron beam parameters, such as
the transverse emittance, the beam size, transverse
distribution moments, optical functions (beta and alpha
functions) can be calculated by post-processing the
macro-particle data. Usually, at least 50 thousand macroparticles have been used for the electron distribution. In
order to determine the electron beam and optics
parameters throughout the collision region, 3rd order
spline function is applied to the corresponding data points
calculated at the proton slice locations. The collision
luminosity, modified by the electron beam pinching, is
also calculated.

Simulation of the Effects on Proton Beam
In order to study the multi-turn effect of the beam-beam
interaction on the proton beam, the proton beam is
presented by a collection of macro-particles. Initially the
macro-particles are distributed in all three dimensions
according to the input beam size parameters and then they
are propagated through the field of the electron beam. As
was already mentioned, due to the short length of the
electron beam, the electron beam can be considered as an
infinitely thin slice.
On each turn the interaction of the proton beam with the
electrons is considered in two steps. On first step the
effect on the electron beam is evaluated using the
approach described in the subsection “Simulation of the
Effects on Electron Beam”. As the result, the data for
continuous evolution of the electron transverse beam size
and the electron slice transverse position throughout the
collision region are obtained. Thus, on the second step,
the beam-beam force can be calculated either using (1)
with the electron beam size or using (2) with Ne(r)
dependence. The force calculation is done at the proper
longitudinal coordinate of the interaction of the electron
beam slice and a proton macro-particle. The electron slice
transverse position offset is also taken into the account in
the calculation.
Following the beam-beam interaction, the proton beam
is transported through the one turn of the accelerator ring,
using one turn transformation matrix. The one turn
transformation includes the effect of the chromaticity and
amplitude dependent betatron tune. It also executes the
synchrotron oscillations in the longitudinal plane.
Since at every turn the protons encounter a new
electron beam, coming from the linac, the initial
parameters of the electron beam can be varied from one
turn to another.
On the basis of the obtained simulation data for the
proton macro-particles the multi-turn evolution of the
proton beam emittances and the transverse orbit offsets
can be obtained using the data post-processing.
Further details on the EPIC code can be found in [5].
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ELECTRON BEA
AM DISRUP
PTION
Here we prresent selected
d simulations results for th
he
effects on the electron beam [6]. The electtron beam, afteer
ppassing a collision point, haas to be deceleerated in ERL
Ls
d
of th
he
and transported in recirculatiion lines. The distortion
a an acceptablle
electron beam distribution haas to be kept at
der to allow the beam transport. Th
he
level in ord
deformation of the electron distribution by
y the nonlineaar
bbeam-beam fo
orce can be co
onsidered in two
t
ways: as a
m
mismatch of the beam disttribution relative to the on
ne
on in the absence of the beam
mdefined by the lattice functio
bbeam force; an
nd the increaseed particle pop
pulation at larg
ge
bbetatron ampllitudes, includ
ding a halo fo
ormation. Botth
effects can bee minimized by
b a proper selection of th
he
design interacttion region op
ptics (β* and s*). Besides thaat
tthe optimal selection of the design
d
optics should
s
avoid an
a
b
excessive pincching the electrron beam size,, since it can be
hharmful for thee proton beam..
Figure 1 deemonstrates an example of th
he evolution of
o
ttransverse electron beam parameters throughout a
ve
collision areaa from EPIC simulations. The effectiv
emittance desccribes a transveerse emittance,, which is based
on the phasee ellipsis deffined by the design latticce
functions. Thee geometric em
mittance is calculated from th
he
bbeam distribu
ution, using a statistical deefinition of th
he
emittance and optics function
ns.

F
Figure 1. The evolution of electron
e
transv
verse beam sizze
hout the collisiion area. Shown
and emittance values through
is a case for electrons with 5 GeV energy. The disruption
pparameter D=2
27.
hows that a pro
oper choice off the design β*
Figure 2 sh
*
and s values allows
a
to minimize unwanted
d modification
ns
of the e-beam distribution by
y the beam-beaam interactionss.
b
disruptio
on studies hav
ve been used to
t
The electron beam
finalize our choices for thee IR optics an
nd the electron
bbeam emittancce. The study also set the reequirements on
tthe aperture of recircullating magneets and ERL
L
U
electron beam has to be decelerated
components. Used
and the particlles pushed to high
h
amplitudees by the beam
mbbeam interactiions can causse a beam losss on the ERL
L
apertures.
Figure
F
3 sho
ows the exam
mple of such
evaluation.
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Figure 2 . The transveerse phase sppace distributiion of
electrons after passing tthe collision arrea for two IR optics
and transvverse emittancces. Top plot: β*= 5 cm, s* = 0 cm,
εrms = 2.11 nm. Bottom plot: β*= 2.5cm
m, s* = 3 cm, εrms =
4.2 nm.

Figure 3 . The beam lloss power att given apertuure of
recirculattion pass magnets at seveeral beam ennergies
during thhe beam deceeleration after the collisionss. The
results foor two kinds of the initial traansverse distriibution
are show
wn. Actual ddistribution is expected tto be
somewheere between theese two cases.

KINK INSTABIL
LITY
Severall beam-beam effects can caause deteriorattion of
the protoon beam. The kink instabillity is one off these
effects, w
which we hadd studied. It iss a strong heead-tail
instabilityy, where the innteraction betw
ween head and tail of
a protonn bunch is pprovided by tthe electron beam.
Althoughh there have bbeen several thheoretical papeers on
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tthe subject [7,8
8], they all are based on apprroximation. Th
he
complete proccess with a no
onlinear beam
m-beam force, a
rrealistic longittudinal distribu
ution and a vaariation of betaafunction in thee collision areea can be obtaained only from
m
tthe simulations.
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feedback scheme, the ttransverse possition of an ellectron
bunch is m
measured by a dedicated possition monitor aafter it
passed thhe IR. The kickks calculated oon the basis off these
measurem
ments is appliedd to the incoming electron buunches
by a kickeer is located beefore the collission point.
Using tthe EPIC codee we demonstrrated that suchh feedback is feeasible.

THE E
EFFECT OF
F ELECTRON PINCH
H ON
PRO
OTON BEA
AM
In adddition to the ccoherent instabbility, the trannsverse
emittancee of the protoon bunch can be blown up in an
incoherennt way by thee beam-beam force. In the EPIC
code we can study the incoherent efffects separatelyy from
the kink instability byy suppressing the relative dipole
motion off the electron bbunch and the pproton slices.

Figure 4. Thee snapshot off the beam ceentroid positio
on
along the colliision area as the kink instabiliity develops.
Our initial simulations verified basic features of th
he
instability such as the dependences on th
he proton beam
m
intensity and the bunch length, the corressponding mod
de
frequency shiifts, and the pattern of the instabilitty
development above
a
the threshold (Figure 4).

Figure 6: The protonn transverse eemittance grow
wth for
variouss of design paraameters.

Figure 5. The increase of beaam emittance due
d to the kink
k
instability for different proto
on chromaticities.
Our simulattion studies sh
howed strong dependence of
o
tthe instability threshold on th
he proton chro
omaticity. It waas
found that at least seven units of the chromaticity
c
is
i
nneeded to prevent
p
the instability
i
at design beam
m
pparameters (Fiigure 5).
The large value of the chromatiicity and th
he
corresponding large betatron tune spread
d may limit an
available betaatron tune spaace and may complicate th
he
m
machine operration. For instance,
i
the proton beam
m
chromaticity in
n RHIC is typically kept at 2 units.
Hence, we considered
c
a deedicated feedbaack to damp th
he
kkink instabilitty as an alteernative remed
dy [9]. In th
he

Focusinng force of prroton beam deeviates considderably
the electrron beam size throughout thee collision areaa from
its designn pattern (Figgure 1). Althhough the effe
fect of
electron beam pinchinng can lead to the lumiinosity
enhancem
ment, in the ssame time it eenhances the beambeam foorce acting oon the protonns. It can become
unacceptaably large. Inn addition, thhe variation oof the
electron bbeam size bothh due to pinchhing pattern annd the
design vaariation of betaa-function (“hoour-glass”) leaad to a
modulatioon of the beeam-beam parrameter durinng the
synchrotrron oscillationn of protons. It can causse the
appearancce of synchroo-betatron ressonances. Sincce the
deviation of the electroon’s distributionn from the Gaaussian
is significcant, the fieldd induced by tthe electron beeam is
calculatedd by the methood (2). The sim
mulations showeed that
the luminnosity correlates well with tthe average ellectron
beam sizze throughout the collision area. The ellectron
beam sizee pinching patttern depends oon the electronn beam
optics. Thhe simulation studies were uused to find optimal
parameterr choices, whicch provide highh luminosity w
without
deteriorattion of the protton emittance. The Figure 6 shows
an exampple of EPIC sim
mulation resullts for the incooherent
emittancee growth. We note that Bllue and Red curves
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correspond to the cases witth same resultting luminosity
y,
hhowever the em
mittance growtth is greatly diffferent.

THE ELECTRO
ON BEAM NOISE
N
Fluctuationss of the electro
on beam param
meters, such as
a
tthe transversee emittance, the
t
bunch intensity and th
he
ttransverse possition offset, could
c
affect th
he proton beam
m
emittance. Thee fluctuations of the position
n offset lead to
t
tthe random diipole kicks at beam-beam in
nteractions. Th
he
fluctuations of
o the electro
on transverse emittance an
nd
bbunch intensitty led to the flluctuations of the beam-beam
m
force focusing. The EPIC
C simulations confirm welll
analytical form
mulas for the case
c
of white noise spectrum
m
of the fluctuatiions [10,11]. Simulations witth more realistiic
frequency speectra characterizing laser stability
s
errorss,
m
magnet errorss and earth’s movement aree planned. Th
he
simulations sh
hould help to establish tolerrances on thosse
errors.

F
Figure 7: Proto
on rms beam size
s evolution at the presence
of the electron
n bunch intensity noise and the
t comparison
n
w
with the theeoretical anticipation. Eacch data poin
nt
rrepresents the average of 100
00 turns.

CONCL
LUSIONS

minimizee both the elecctron beam diisruption and pproton
beam emiittance growthh. The kink insstability, obserrved in
the simullations, can bee cured either by the (sufficciently
large) chrromaticity or bby a dedicate feedback. Thee study
of electroon beam paraameter fluctuaations will heelp to
establish tolerances onn errors of vvarious kinds (laser
magnet errors, …).
stability, m
In nearr future we plan to study thhe interplay beetween
the beam
m-beam interaactions and pproton beam space
charge. T
This capability will be addedd to the EPIC
C code.
Also, thhe combinatioon of beam-bbeam effects from
multiple collision poinnts and the intterplay betweeen the
beam-beaam interactionns and cohereent electron cooling
would be considered.
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